Management of atopic dermatitis: safety and efficacy of phototherapy
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Abstract: Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a common chronic inflammatory skin disease that can affect all age groups. It is characterized by a relapsing course and a dramatic impact on quality of life for patients. Environmental interventions together with topical devices represent the mainstay of treatment for AD, in particular emollients, corticosteroids, and calcineurin inhibitors. Systemic treatments are reserved for severe cases. Phototherapy represents a valid second-line intervention in those cases where non-pharmacological and topical measures have failed. Different forms of light therapy are available, and have showed varying degrees of beneficial effect against AD: natural sunlight, narrowband (NB)-UVB, broadband (BB)-UVB, UVA, UVA1, cold-light UVA1, UVA and UVB (UVAB), full-spectrum light (including UVA, infrared and visible light), saltwater bath plus UVB (balneophototherapy), Goeckerman therapy (coal tar plus UVB radiation), psoralen plus UVA (PUVA), and other forms of phototherapy. In particular, UVA1 and NB-UVB have gained importance in recent years. This review illustrates the main trials comparing the efficacy and safety of the different forms of phototherapy. No sufficiently large randomized controlled studies have been performed as yet, and no light modality has been defined as superior to all. Parameters and dosing protocols may vary, although clinicians mainly refer to the indications included in the American Academy of Dermatology psoriasis guidelines devised by Menter et al in 2010. The efficacy of phototherapy (considering all forms) in AD has been established in adults and children, as well as for acute (UVA1) and chronic (NB-UVB) cases. Its use is suggested with strength of recommendation B and level of evidence II. Home phototherapy can also be performed; this technique is recommended with strength C and level of evidence III. Phototherapy is generally considered to be safe and well tolerated, with a low but established percentage of short-term and long-term adverse effects, with the most common being photodamage, xerosis, erythema, actinic keratosis, sunburn, and tenderness. A carcinogenic risk related to UV radiation has not been excluded. Phototherapy also has some limitations related to costs, availability, and patient compliance. In conclusion, phototherapy is an optimal second-line treatment for AD. It can be used as monotherapy or in combination with systemic drugs, in particular corticosteroids. It must be performed conscientiously, especially in children, and must take into account the patient’s features and overall condition.
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Introduction
Atopic dermatitis (AD), also known as atopic eczema, is a common inflammatory skin disease characterized by a chronic and relapsing course. It affects patients of all ages, although it is more common in children. It is clinically identified by eczematous and pruritic lesions, which can cause dramatic deterioration in quality of life for patients...
and their families. AD is a major medical and socioeconomic issue because of its high incidence, which has been increasing rapidly in recent decades. The disease is often associated with other forms of atopy, including asthma, food allergies, and rhinitis, and is commonly associated with high serum immunoglobulin E levels.

Although the pathogenesis of AD is still debated, several studies have documented the primary role of a defective epidermal barrier function in promotion of the disease, together with marked epidermal hyperplasia and predominantly Th2/22 immune activation, which can switch toward Th1 in the chronic stages. Treatment for AD consists mainly of non-pharmacological interventions, initially avoidance of trigger factors, together with topical therapies like emollient and moisturizers, corticosteroids, and calcineurin inhibitors. In particular, use of emollients is well tolerated and mainly aimed at restoring or replacing the intrinsic and/or externally induced abnormalities of the skin. The class of moisturizers and emollients includes products with different degrees of viscosity, including oil-in-water emulsions, ointments, creams, and preparations that are rich in water. The most commonly used conventional products are Vaseline or paraffin oil, lanolin, fatty acids, and fatty alcohols, together with hydrophilic polymers rich in glycosaminoglycans, collagen, and gelling polysaccharides. Several innovative devices have also been developed in recent years. These are mainly epidermal barrier restorers, obtained with physiological lipids (ceramides, cholesterol, omega-3, or omega-6 polyunsaturated fatty acids). Examples include nanoparticles, liposomes, the 3:1:1 ceramide-dominant formula, and the BioMimic® and Lipigel® formulas. Despite its relapsing nature, AD is usually well controlled by these first-line interventions. Systemic corticosteroids and other anti-inflammatory treatments are usually reserved for severe cases.

Light therapy has enormous therapeutic potential for patients whose daily personal and social life is dramatically affected by AD. Phototherapy must be integrated in a comprehensive treatment plan, together with a complete evaluation of disease severity and patient compliance. In particular, its use can be central in both chronic and acute AD in children and adults as a second-line intervention after failure of environmental and topical measures. According to the patient’s condition and preferences, it represents an additional option to third-generation emollients and other innovative sources, which represent the baseline treatment.

Use of phototherapy in AD was mainly empirical during the last century, and only few randomized controlled trials have been carried out in recent years to compare the different phototherapeutic regimens. Since the evidence of its effectiveness has not been systematically reviewed as yet, phototherapy must be performed carefully and supplemented by a global and comprehensive overview of the AD patient.

PHOTOTHERAPY FOR ATOPIC DERMATITIS

The definition of phototherapy derives from the Greek “therapy with light” and refers to a therapeutic technique based on the beneficial effect of light waves on several pathological conditions. It is frequently used today as a treatment for dermatological diseases such as psoriasis, acne, and AD, as well as for sleep disorders and some psychiatric illnesses.

The use of phototherapy in dermatology began in the 1890s. Goeckerman first reported its medical application in 1925 for the treatment of severe or refractory psoriasis. At around the same time, in the early 1920s, sea air was observed to be beneficial for AD, with several patients reporting significant improvement of the disease during the summer months. However, it was only in 1948 that Nexman documented the beneficial effect of exposing patients to UV radiation emitted by carbon arc lamps. Thirty years later, Morison et al published the report that led to phototherapy becoming a mainstay in the treatment of AD, documenting that refractory AD could be treated successfully with oral psoralen and UV light.

Since the 1970s, a number of types of lamps have been developed with varying UV emission spectra, each set to a specific light wavelength. Moreover, many phototherapeutic regimens have been developed for the treatment of AD, and are often associated with systemic agents, ie, photochemotherapy.

Recent advances in molecular immunology and photobiology indicate that the efficacy of phototherapy is multifactorial. First, UV radiation targets inflammatory cells on the skin, inducing positive immunosuppressive effects by altering cytokine production, inducing apoptosis of infiltrating T-cells, and by inhibiting the antigen-presenting function of Langerhans cells. Moreover, UV radiation can protect the skin by inducing thickening of the stratum corneum which could limit eczematous reactions and prevent entry of external antigens. Finally, skin colonization by Staphylococcus aureus and Pityrosporum orbiculare may be prevented or reduced by the antibacterial effect of UV radiation. In particular, narrow-band (NB)-UVB radiation has been proved to reduce production of superantigens and alter mRNA levels of antimicrobial peptides.

The different forms of light therapy have had varying degrees of beneficial effect in patients with AD. The light
therapies available are numerous, and include natural sunlight, NB-UVB, broadband (BB)-UVB, UVA, UV-A1, cold-light UV-A1, UVA and UVB (UVAB), full-spectrum light (including UVA, infrared and visible light), saltwater bath plus UVB (balneophototherapy), Goeckerman therapy (coal tar plus UVB radiation), psoralen plus UVA (PUVA), and other forms of phototherapy.17,19,25–28 In particular, the use of UV-A1 and NB-UVB has gained importance in recent years.

Moreover, other newer techniques and devices have emerged as potentially effective sources, eg, extracorporeal photopheresis, 308 nm monochromatic excimer light, and pulse-dye laser.13,21 A short description of the principal phototherapies is presented in the following sections.

Broadband UVB

Use of BB-UVB (280–315 nm) therapy in AD started with the study of Nexman in 1948,15 and its efficacy was largely confirmed during the 1980s and 1990s in the studies reported by Hannuksela et al and Jekler and Larkö, in which irradiation was derived from fluorescent and mercury arc lamps and, in particular, the Psorilux 9050.20,29–32 This device was later replaced by an NB-UVB fluorescent lamp (Philips TL01) able to completely eliminate waves in the UVA range from the spectrum.13,33

Narrowband UVB

By excluding shortwave length UVB radiation, NB-UVB (311–313 nm) is much less erythemogenic than BB-UVB.15 Although this treatment seems to be associated with an increased risk of skin cancer, its efficacy is clearly superior to that of BB-UVB. Due to its high efficacy, application of NB-UVB often achieves rapid clinical remission and overcomes the oncogenic risk as a result of reduced exposure.13 NB-UVB induces apoptosis of epidermal T lymphocytes by damaging DNA and activating death receptors. Moreover, it inhibits the release of cytokines and the Th1 response (which is typically hyperactivated in the chronic stages of AD, whereas in the acute phase is typical in Th2-activation), leading to a Th2 switch. Due to its restricted wavelength, penetration of UVB radiation is confined to the epidermis. Since it does not reach the dermis, the effect of UVB phototherapy is superficial and best suited for chronic AD.13,23,24

UVAB

UVAB (280–400 nm) phototherapy has been used for AD since the early reports of its efficacy published by Jekler and Larkö.20,29 The wave length of both UVA and UVB radiation spectra can be emitted by a single device, for example, the Metec Helarium.20 Otherwise, they can be combined as two separate simultaneous or subsequent emissions; the latter technique allows the physician to administer the two doses of radiation separately. However, introduction of NB-UVB and UVA1 has resulted in less use of UVAB.13

UVA and UVA1

Due to the need for long exposure times to obtain effective doses, UVA (315–400 nm) therapies have never been first-choice options for AD. This disadvantage was overcome by the introduction of UVA1 (340–400 nm) lamps, which are able to eliminate UVA2 radiation (320–340 nm) and all of its adverse effects. UVA1 devices allow application of high doses that was not possible with UVA devices. UVA1 radiation acts differently to PUVA and UVB, in that it is able to avoid burning the skin while penetrating deep into the dermis and into the superficial blood vessel plexus. Here it has multiple biological effects, inducing apoptosis of T-cells and immature mast cells, increased collagen synthesis by matrix metalloproteinase-1, inhibition of calcineurin, and suppression of tumor necrosis factor alpha, interleukin-12, interferon-gamma, and intercellular adhesion molecule-1.13,34–40

The applications of UVA1 are broad and include a variety of situations. UVA1 was demonstrated to be effective in chronic AD, particularly in acute flares, and can be administered in a high dose (HD, 80–130 J/cm²), medium dose (MD, 40–80 J/cm²), or low dose (LD, <40 J cm²).19,41 High doses of UVA1 may involve heat, making their use intolerable, which led to the development of cold-light UVA1 lamps that include a cooling system for filtering the infrared radiation.13 UVA1 treatment times can range from 10 minutes to 1 hour per session. Specific lamps emitting only UVA1 radiation are usually expensive and require specific cabins with unique space and dedicated ventilation machinery. UVA therapy is more accessible and less costly than UVA1. UVA emission includes 90% UVA1 radiation, so is an effective source when UVA1 systems are not available, allowing the patient to receive the beneficial effects of phototherapy. Since UVA radiation penetrates deep into the dermis, it is most appropriate for patients with acute AD. In particular, UVA radiation acts on the Langerhans cells of the skin, having an immunomodulatory effect.40,42

Photochemotherapy (PUVA, balneophototherapy)

The term PUVA refers to the combined administration of UVA and psoralens, eg, 8-methoxypsoralen and 8-MOP.
Systemic PUVA is taken orally, and topical formulations include bath-PUVA (balneophototherapy) and cream-PUVA. Balneophototherapy can be used with UVA with or without UVB radiation; in the latter case, psoralens are often substituted by salt in water solution (photobrine therapy). Balneophototherapy can be synchronous or asynchronous. For example, bath-PUVA usually consists of immediate UVA exposure after 20–30 minutes of bathing in warm water containing 0.5–1.0 mg/L of a psoralen, whereas synchronous balneotherapy provides concomitant exposure to NB-UVB and salt water. In cream-PUVA, 0.0006% psoralen-containing oil-in-water ointment is applied to defined areas of skin 30–60 minutes before irradiation.  

Although beneficial effects of PUVA can be expected in psoriasis and AD, it must be borne in mind that PUVA should not be administered in the long term, since it can be carcinogenic. PUVA is thought to act by inducing photoadducts that inhibit cell proliferation, and at higher doses by leading T-cells to become necrotic and apoptotic. Tominaga et al recently reported that PUVA also relieves pruritus in AD by reducing epidermal hyperinnervation.

**Recommendations and efficacy**

The efficacy of phototherapy (considering all forms) has strength of recommendation B and level of evidence II in the treatment of AD. Home phototherapy is recommended with strength C and level of evidence III. It is important to stress that phototherapy is a second-line treatment and should be reserved for cases where first-line therapies, including behavioral measures and topical devices, have failed or been ineffective. Phototherapy has some limitations, in that patients have to be compliant enough to undergo frequent treatment (usually 3–5 applications a week for a total of 2–3 months). Further, UV therapy must be administered by specialized staff and involves use of expensive technical equipment. Moreover, some body areas can be hairy or difficult to reach by radiation (eg, the head, genitals, and skin folds in the armpit or groin), and the efficacy of the treatment is less in these areas. For all these reasons, it is necessary to choose the appropriate light modality carefully, considering disease severity, the status of the patient, cost and availability, location of the lesions, phototype, any history of skin cancer, and photosensitizing anamnesis.

Home phototherapy may be considered as an option for patients in whom phototherapy cannot be used in conventional settings, but only when supervised and directed by an expert physician. To these conditions, efficacy and cost-effectiveness of 13 years of experience of a home service in the UK were established in the comprehensive review reported by Cameron et al. In general, phototherapy is considered to be an additional option to topical conventional or innovative treatments (moisturizers, emollients, calcineurin inhibitors, steroids), and its advantages are often related to the clinical presentation and disease severity.

Not enough randomized controlled trials of phototherapy have been done as yet. Furthermore, in a recent global systematic review of 905 patients by Garritsen et al, most of the trials included had small sample sizes, used varying dosing parameters and were limited in terms of comparability due to their qualitative and clinical heterogeneity. Therefore, no fully reliable and comprehensive meta-analysis of these studies could be performed. Moreover, no light modality has been defined as superior to the others.

Nevertheless, some conclusions can be drawn from past experience. Several studies report improvement of clinical scores and durable remissions in patients with AD as a result of use of phototherapy. These data establish the efficacy of phototherapy in AD and validate it as a good therapeutic option for both adults and children.

It has been documented that an artificial light source achieves better results than natural sunlight. UVB, in particular NB-UVB, is now commonly chosen as the best therapeutic option, due to its efficacy, availability, good tolerability, and low risk. The studies of Jekler and Larkö are mainstays of UVB phototherapy, in which the authors demonstrated the efficacy of 8 weeks of application of UVB on one-half of the body in 17 patients with AD when compared with visible light (applied on the other half of the body). The same authors later verified in a study of 24 patients that the efficacy of nearly erythemogenic UVB doses achieved beneficial results similar to those of 50% lower doses. Hannuksela et al verified good clinical results in 93% of 107 atopic patients treated with UVB. Larger studies performed in subsequent years confirmed the positive effect of UVB on AD.

With the advent of NB-UVB, more trials demonstrated the effectiveness of this new technique. For example, a 68% reduction of clinical AD severity score was verified by George et al in 21 patients with severe AD after 12 weeks of treatment three times weekly. Despite not being able to exclude the risk of carcinogenesis, NB-UVB was also tested in children, with satisfactory results. In particular, good remission rates were demonstrated by Jury et al (68% of 25 children treated with a median of 24 exposures) and by Clayton et al (40% of 50 children with severe AD treated with more than...
In one recent trial, Tan et al validated the efficacy and tolerability of NB-UVB in 116 children aged under 16 years and affected by AD (n=61) or other skin disease. After a mean of 32.4 treatments, 72% of the 116 children responded to therapy. Similarly, the effectiveness of 12 weeks of NV-UVB treatment in 26 children aged 3–16 years with moderate to severe AD was objectively demonstrated in a recent randomized controlled trial by Darnè et al. The authors used quantitative scores to measure symptoms and the extension of the disease. Both these parameters were found to be with differences of 55% and 25%, respectively, compared with the control group, together with a significant improvement in quality of life. In 2011, Tintle et al carried out an innovative study, in which they matched the SCORAD (SCORing Atopic Dermatitis) evaluation with histopathological and molecular analysis of skin samples in 12 patients with moderate to severe AD treated with NB-UVB (three times weekly for up to 12 weeks). The result was a >50% improvement in the SCORAD for all patients, and also marked cytological and immune modification, ie, suppression of the Th2, T22, and Th1 pathways, and reversal of disease activity, ie, reduction of T-cells and cytokines, and normalization of cell differentiation, epidermal hyperplasia, and expression of barrier proteins.

UVA1 has also emerged as one of the most effective forms of phototherapy for improving clinical symptoms. Its action was first documented in a pilot study, and it later showed significantly better results than UVAB, in addition to having a very rapid action (response within only six applications in all patients in the study reported by Krutmann et al). However, subsequent research reported controversial and less enthusiastic results, highlighting the limit of heat development using UVA1. Encouraging results came with the advent of cold-light UVA1: these devices included a cooling system to eliminate wavelengths >530 nm and thereby decreased the heat load. In a trial by von Kobyletzki et al that included 120 patients with severe AD, this new technique was shown to dramatically reduce the SCORAD score and to be clinically more effective than UVAB and MD-UVA1 (treatments lasted 15 days, with 4 weeks of follow-up). High-dose UVA1 and medium-dose UVA1 showed similar results in most studies, which were confirmed by Tzaneva et al who applied MD-UVA1 and high-dose UVA1 on each half of the body and compared the outcomes after 2 weeks. This evidence suggests that, in clinical practice, medium doses should be preferred over high doses, to reduce negative effects and obtain better tolerability. LD-UVA1 was found not be efficient for treatment of AD. For moderate to severe AD, the common recommendation is to use MD-UVA1 with a course of 15 exposures.

No significant differences in improvement of clinical scores emerged in subsequent trials comparing NB-UVB and UVA1 in patients with moderate to severe AD. Clinical practice suggests that MD-UVA1 is particularly useful for acute cases, while NB-UVB is optimal for chronic disease; however, both these treatment modalities are today considered first-choice options by clinicians.

Second-choice modalities of phototherapy are PUVA (systemic PUVA and bath-PUVA or cream-PUVA) and balneophototherapy (in particular, balneotherapy associated with NB-UVB). These treatments have showed good clinical outcomes, comparable with those using NB-UVB and UVA1, but few relevant reliable studies are available. Moreover, rebound after termination of PUVA was reported in some cases. George et al reported a SCORAD reduction in 64% of cases by PUVA and in 66% of cases by NB-UVB (each type of radiation was applied to half of the body, three times weekly, in 12 patients with severe AD). The best results come from the randomized controlled trial reported by Heilin et al in 2011. These authors compared the effects of synchronous balneotherapy (NB-UVB therapy and synchronous bathing in 10% dead sea salt solution) with conventional NB-UVB in 169 patients. At 6 months of follow-up, 35 treatment sessions of synchronous balneotherapy achieved a significantly better SCORAD improvement than that seen in the control group, with a difference of 26.2%.

UVA and UVAB are other options, although they are more frequently associated with side effects than UVA1 and NB-UVB. UVAB seems not to be chosen often today, given its limited efficacy and availability. However, UVAB was commonly used in the past because it gave better clinical results than UVA or BB-UVB. UVAB was also documented to be less effective than cyclosporin and corticosteroids, but on the other hand obtained less favorable results than high-dose UVA1. In a recent randomized controlled trial, UVA was documented to be less effective in 73 patients with moderate to severe AD than NB-UVB but better than BB-UVB, and similar to full-spectrum light (320–5000 nm).

In view of their lesser efficacy, BB-UVB and full-spectrum light are rarely recommended for the treatment of AD. However, UVA lamps are widespread and more commonly available than specific UVA1 devices, and UVA
radiation emits 90% of UVA1 wavelengths. For this reason, UVA still remains a good therapeutic option for AD.\textsuperscript{27,30} Last-choice treatments are the older forms of light therapy, eg, Goeckerman therapy and heliothalassotherapy, the role of which remains uncertain.\textsuperscript{19}

**Dosage and therapeutic protocols**

The use of phototherapy for AD is mainly empirical and is based on clinical practice and evidence from a limited number of studies. In fact, as yet, no scheduling has been validated as most effective. The decision must be made balancing risks and benefits and considering multiple factors, including the type of patient, compliance, cost, availability, and ease of use. It is recommended to perform a careful physical examination and detailed anamnesis of the patient, evaluating in particular any use of photosensitizing medications.\textsuperscript{12}

Parameters and dosing protocols may vary, although clinicians mainly refer to the indications included in the American Academy of Dermatology psoriasis guidelines published by Menter et al in 2010.\textsuperscript{81} These guidelines contain specific dosages for NB-UVB, BB-UVB, and UVA. The initial dose is related to the patient’s skin surface (mJ/cm\(^2\)) and is based on Fitzpatrick skin type (I–VI). Treatment is administered 3–5 times a week, usually for 4–8 weeks, with an increase in dosage after each treatment. Otherwise, the initial radiation and its increase can be determined according to the minimal erythema dose.

Phototherapy can be administered either intermittently or continuously as maintenance treatment.\textsuperscript{12,51} Moreover, it can be combined with topical therapies, such as emollients or corticosteroids. This may enhance the beneficial effect and also have a corticosteroid-sparing action and reduce the need of topical immunomodulators, as verified by numerous studies. However, caution is needed when using topical calcineurin inhibitors with light therapy.\textsuperscript{12,32,63,79,80}

**Safety and adverse effects**

Phototherapy is generally considered to be safe and well tolerated. Most studies report a low percentage of noncompliance and adverse events in patients with AD. However, no exact incidence of side effects has been published as yet due to the lack of wide studies with lasting follow-up.\textsuperscript{25,31,51–53} However, a number of trials have reported on common short-term and long-term adverse effects related to the use of phototherapy in patients with psoriasis, which are now well known. Thus, the potential risks must be carefully considered when using phototherapy in patients with AD. The more common risks include photodamage, xerosis, erythema, actinic keratosis, sunburn, and tenderness. Less frequently, phototherapy induces lentigines, folliculitis (UVA1, PUVA), polymorphous skin eruption and other photosensitive reactions, photo-onycholysis (PUVA), hypertrichosis, pruritus (UVA1), reactivation of herpes simplex virus (UVA1), hyperpigmentation, redness (UVA1), cataract (UVA), and signs of systemic toxicity (PUVA).

Most side effects can explained by the physiological degree of skin penetration of different radiations: in particular, UVB mainly causes erythema and other epidermal adverse reactions, while the action of UVA is less erythemogenic, but reaches the dermis causing photodamage.\textsuperscript{40} Most feared and less clear long-term consequences of phototherapy are its carcinogenic effects. UV radiation can induce non-melanoma (basal cell carcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma) and melanoma skin cancer.\textsuperscript{12}

The erythemogenic effect of UVB has been one of the main limitations to its use. The erythemogenic effect is lower with NB-UVB, although this technique was assumed to have a 50% higher risk of carcinogenesis (although this can be reduced by less exposure).\textsuperscript{82} In 2005, Man et al reported a twofold increased risk of basal cell carcinoma after 4 years of follow-up in a cohort of 1,908 patients treated with phototherapy, but no increased risk of squamous cell carcinoma or melanoma.\textsuperscript{82} Osmancovic et al recently reported their large cohort study in 162 adult patients with psoriasis who had received more than 100 UVB treatments. The 5-year follow-up data were quite reassuring, in that only 4.9% of patients had developed skin cancer. The risk was higher in patients who had received a greater number of treatments, but was not considered related to the type of UVB lamp used. The risk of malignancy was comparable with that in the general population.\textsuperscript{53} Moreover, in 2008, Hearn et al confirmed the absence of added carcinogenic risk in patients with psoriasis treated using NB-UVB (n=3,867).\textsuperscript{84}

UVA1 has a higher minimal erythema dose (assessed as >130 J/cm\(^2\)) and causes sunburn less frequently than other forms of light therapy. However, UVA1 radiation is associated with acute dermal side effects and possibly long-term photodamage and carcinogenesis.\textsuperscript{50} The carcinogenic potential of NB-UVB, UVA, and especially UVA1 remains uncertain because of the controversial data, and further human studies are required to confirm the safety of these treatment modalities.\textsuperscript{13,72,85,86}

On the other hand, a carcinogenic effect was clearly identified in patients with psoriasis as a consequence of long-term use of PUVA. In a number of cohort studies, squamous cell carcinoma was diagnosed in more than half
One of the first radiations used in phototherapy, recently substituted by NB-UVB. UVA causes sunburn, erythema, xerosis, tenderness, and other forms of epidermal photodamage. Carcinogenic risk has not been excluded.

The same as UVB, but milder or less frequent.

Side effects of both UVA and UVB radiation. Need longer exposures than UVB (10 minutes to 1 hour per session).

HD-UVA1 is usually not well tolerated.

UVA radiation can cause lentigines, folliculitis, hypertrichosis, pruritus, herpes simplex virus reactivation, hyperpigmentation, redness, cataract, polymorphous skin eruption, and other acute dermal side effects. Carcinogenic risk has not been excluded.

PUVA can cause systemic toxicity, folliculitis, photo-onycholysis. Long-term PUVA should be avoided since it is likely related to a carcinogenic effect. Balneophototherapy often causes mild adverse effects but is better tolerated than PUVA.

The applicability of phototherapy in pediatric patients has been investigated in numerous studies and is worthy of particular attention. Most trials confirm the tolerability and effectiveness of both UVA and UVB in children. Moreover, involving the family in the decision-making process, together with reassuring children and making them feel comfortable with lamps and devices, can obtain good levels of compliance. However, the long-term risk of carcinogenesis in children with AD who have received phototherapy is still unclear, due to a lack of dedicated studies. It is known that long-term PUVA increases the incidence of non-melanoma skin cancers in children with psoriasis. For this reason, PUVA is commonly avoided in children, and NB-UVB is usually preferred. Phototherapy should be used with caution in children and reserved for refractory or severe cases. Because of the possible long-term risks, Ring et al suggest in their 2012 guidelines to avoid the use of phototherapy in children. Table 1 summarizes the features of the main modalities of phototherapy as illustrated in this review.

**Conclusion**

Phototherapy represents an optimal resource for the treatment of AD. Considered a second-line intervention, it should be reserved for patients who have not responded to environmental or topical measures. It can be used as a...
monotherapy or combined with systemic drugs, in particular corticosteroids, acting in synergy and reducing the doses needed. Light therapy includes a variety of techniques; UVA1, NB-UVB, and balneophototherapy in particular have gained importance in recent years. Phototherapy is effective for both acute (UVA1) and chronic (NB-UVB) cases of AD, both in adults and children. Its use is generally considered safe and it is well tolerated. However, some short-term and long-term adverse effects have been described, and a risk of carcinogenesis has not been excluded. Therefore, phototherapy must be used conscientiously, especially in children, and should take into account the patient’s features and overall condition.
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